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Abstract

The boundary between grounded and floating ice is an important glaciological parameter, because it delineates the lateral extent of an
ice sheet and it marks the optimal location for computing ice discharge. We present a method for detecting the grounding line as the
break in ice sheet surface slope, computed from CryoSat-2 elevation measurements using a plane-fitting solution. We apply this tech-
nique to map the break in surface slope in four topographically diverse sectors of Antarctica - Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf, Ekström Ice
Shelf, Amundsen Sea sector, and the Larsen-C Ice Shelf - using CryoSat-2 observations acquired between July 2010 and May 2014.
An inter-comparison of the CryoSat-2 break in surface slope with independent measurements of the hinge line determined from
quadruple-difference SAR interferometry (QDInSAR) shows good overall agreement between techniques, with a mean separation of
4.5 km. In the Amundsen Sea sector, where in places over 35 km of hinge line retreat has occurred since 1992, the CryoSat-2 break
in surface slope coincides with the most recent hinge line position, recorded in 2011. The technique we have developed is automatic,
is computationally-efficient, can be repeated given further data, and offers a complementary tool for monitoring changes in the lateral
extent of grounded ice.
� 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of COSPAR. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Grounding lines mark the boundary between floating
and grounded sections of a marine terminating ice sheet
(Thomas et al., 1979). They are a sensitive indicator of
ice sheet stability and, when migration occurs, can indicate
the influence of changes in the local environmental forcing
(Joughin et al., 2010, 2012, 2014; Dutrieux et al., 2014).
Monitoring changes in grounding line positions
allows regions of instability to be identified, and such
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measurements are a valuable reference for assessing the
fidelity of ice dynamical models (Favier et al., 2014). The
location of the grounding line can fluctuate over short
(sub-daily) timescales, due to the effects of ocean tides
and localised variations in ice thickness (Hogg et al.,
2016), and over longer (annual to decadal) timescales, if
sustained changes in ice thickness occur (Rignot, 1998b;
Park et al., 2013; Rignot et al., 2014). The grounding line
lies at the landward edge of a zone where ice shelf flexure
occurs as a consequence of ocean height variations, for
example due to tidal displacement, the inverse barometer
effect, and oceanic circulation variability. This flexure zone
can be over 4 km wide in the flow-line direction (Hogg
et al., 2016) depending on factors such as bed topography,
ice thickness and tide amplitude (Rignot, 1998b). Although
AR.
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grounding lines cannot be directly observed because they
lie at the base of the ice sheet, their surface expression -
the hinge line - can be detected using a range of in situ
and remote-sensing techniques (Vaughan, 1995; Rignot,
1998b; Fricker and Padman, 2006). Although there may
be small departures between the lateral positions of
hinge- and grounding-lines (Fig. 1), in areas of high basal
shear their migration rates are similar, and so tracking
hinge line movement is an accurate measure of grounding
line migration or stasis (Rignot, 1998b).

Three techniques have been used to map ice sheet
grounding lines using satellite observations; quadruple dif-
ference interferometric synthetic aperture radar (QDIn-
SAR) (Rignot, 1998a, 2011), laser altimetry (Fricker and
Padman, 2006; Horgan and Anandakrishnan, 2006;
Fricker et al., 2009; Brunt et al., 2010, 2011) and shadows
in optical satellite imagery (Scambos et al., 2007;
Bohlander and Scambos, 2007); or a combination of mul-
tiple techniques (Bindschadler et al., 2011). Each approach
has strengths and weaknesses. Although QDInSAR pro-
vides a precise measurement of relative tidal displacement
with fine spatial resolution, the spatial and temporal extent
of suitable data is relatively poor, and there are few regions
where the method has been applied repeatedly. Ice shelf
tidal displacement is also detectable in repeat laser altime-
try (Fricker and Padman, 2006). The most extensive assess-
ments are based on measurements acquired by the Ice,
Cloud, and land Elevation Satellite (ICESat), but the mis-
sion lifetime was relatively short (�6 -years), and the
ground track coverage is relatively sparse. Finally, when
favourably illuminated, the break in ice sheet surface slope
which often occurs in the vicinity of the grounding line
causes shadows in cloud-free optical satellite imagery
(Scambos et al., 2007). This feature has been used to delin-
eate the break in slope as a proxy for the grounding line
position, however; the manual technique is laborious and
not easily repeatable. The Antarctic Surface Accumulation
and Ice Discharge (ASAID) project has produced a
Fig. 1. Illustration showing the location of the ice sheet grounding line
(GL), hinge line (HL), break in surface slope (Ib) (adapted from
Bindschadler et al., 2011).
continuous grounded ice boundary for Antarctica through
manual delineation of the shadow edge boundary, modu-
lated with repeat track laser altimetry data when available
(Brunt et al., 2010), and this product agrees well with the
QDInSAR grounding line in steeply slope regions
(Bindschadler et al., 2011). While progress has been made
using all three techniques, to date the spatial and temporal
extent of grounding line data sets remains sparse, and a
method for continuously monitoring long term change in
grounding line position is still required. Consequently there
is a high priority need for a robust, all-weather, year-round
technique by which to autonomously and repeatedly
retrieve a contiguous Antarctic grounding line.

In areas of high basal shear, the ice surface evolves in
response to changes in grounding line location (Schoof,
2007; Joughin et al., 2010), and this relationship is the
motivation for the use of the break in surface slope (Ib)
(Fig. 1) as a proxy for the grounding line position
(Bindschadler et al., 2011). Here, we develop a computa-
tionally efficient, automated method for mapping the break
in slope using geodetic surface height measurements to
assess the validity of this assumption. We map the break
in slope using CryoSat-2 data in four topographically
diverse study areas of Antarctica, the Amundsen Sea sec-
tor, and the Filchner-Ronne, Larsen-C and Ekström Ice
Shelves. We evaluate the extent to which the break in sur-
face slope coincides with the hinge line located using QDIn-
SAR (Rignot et al., 2011), and the shadow edge boundary
modulated with repeat track laser altimetry (Bindschadler
et al., 2011).

2. Data

We use �3.8 years of CryoSat-2 Baseline-B intermediate
Level 2 (L2i) Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometric
(SARIn) mode radar altimeter measurements of ice sheet
surface elevation, acquired between 16th July 2010 and
4th May 2014, as the basis for our slope calculation. The
acquisition date and time, latitude and longitude at the
slope-corrected point of closest approach (POCA), surface
height with respect to the ellipsoid, and the radar backscat-
ter coefficient are obtained for each CryoSat-2 SARIn data
point in all four areas of interest. Poor quality data is
removed using the measurement confidence, measurement
quality, retracker and corrections error flags provided in
the L2i CryoSat-2 metadata, all of which are set to zero
if the data quality is good. In total 3.7% of the input
CryoSat-2 data was removed using the data quality flags.
The range between the CryoSat-2 satellite and the ice sur-
face is corrected for fluctuations in dry and wet tropo-
spheric mass, the effect of the ionosphere, inverse
barometric atmospheric pressure variations, and the solid
Earth and ocean loading tides (Table 1). The elevation
measurement is re-tided by subtracting the long period
equilibrium ocean, geocentric polar and ocean tide geo-
physical corrections applied as default in the ESA
CryoSat-2 data product. The ocean tide amplitude is then



Table 1
Geophysical corrections applied to the CryoSat-2 data and their typical
range (ESA, 2012).

Correction Minimum (cm) Maximum (cm)

Dry troposphere 170 250
Wet troposphere 0 37
Ionosphere 6 12
Inverse barometric �15 15
Solid Earth tide �30 30
Geocentric polar tide �2 2
Ocean loading tide �2 2
Ocean tide (CATS2008a) �50 50

Fig. 2. CryoSat-2 POCA density per 5 km by 5 km grid cell before the
plane fit solution is applied. The location of the four study areas (black
boxes), drainage basin boundaries (grey) (Zwally et al., 2012) and
CryoSat-2 SARIn/LRM mode mask boundary (white) is also shown.
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simulated and removed from the CryoSat-2 surface eleva-
tion measurement using the independent CATS2008 ocean
tide model, which is an updated version of the data assim-
ilation model described by Padman et al. (2002). We use
the CATS2008 ocean tide correction rather than the
FES2004 ocean tide correction provided with CryoSat-2
because the spatial extent of the CATS2008 model domain
matches the known ocean - land boundary in Antarctica in
areas where the corresponding CryoSat-2 geophysical cor-
rection is not provided, and the phase and amplitude of the
CATS2008 tide model is more accurate than other tide
model simulations in coastal Antarctica (McMillan et al.,
2011).

The novel SARIn mode on CryoSat-2 improves sam-
pling density in the topographically heterogeneous ice sheet
margins, making it particularly well suited for mapping
slope in areas of steeply sloping terrain relative to conven-
tional pulse limited altimeter missions (Wingham et al.,
2006). The surface elevation measured by traditional pulse
limited altimeters, such as ERS-1/2, is the height of the
closest point within the altimeter footprint, the size of
which is determined by the altimeter instrument character-
istics such as operating frequency and platform imaging
geometry. The CryoSat-2 SAR Interferometric Radar
Altimeter (SIRAL) instrument operates in SARIn mode
in the ice sheet margins, and Low Rate Mode (LRM) in
the ice sheet interior. The return radar signal reflected off
the ice surface is received by two SIRAL antennas mounted
with a baseline separation of �1.2 m across the flight direc-
tion of the CryoSat-2 satellite (ESA, 2012). Any difference
in the return signal time is caused by differences in the path
length travelled, and such differences in travel time can
only result in the return signal if the echo originates from
an off-nadir location. The POCA, the across track location
within the 0.3 km (along track) by 1.5 km (across track)
CryoSat-2 footprint, can therefore be determined from
the phase and angle of arrival of the return signal
(Wingham et al., 2006). Furthermore, CryoSat-2 is oper-
ated in a 369-day drifting orbit with a 30-day sub cycle.
The novel POCA retrieval combined with a drifting orbital
cycle dramatically improves the spatial coverage of radar
altimetry measurements retrieved in the ice sheet margins,
increasing from 10% by ENVISAT to 49% by CryoSat-2
(McMillan et al., 2014). In the vicinity of the grounding
line CryoSat-2 SARIn mode achieves an average data den-
sity of 302 points per 25 km2 based on the full dataset used
in this study (Fig. 2).

An artefact of the SARIn acquisition mode is that high
elevation topographic features, such as mountain ridges,
are preferentially sampled relative to their surrounding ter-
rain. This is particularly noticeable in the Larsen-C and
Ekström Ice Shelf study areas (Fig. 2d and e) where there
is a high density of POCA acquired along the spine of
the Antarctic Peninsula and the Sorasen Ridge, respec-
tively. The disadvantage of this is that the area surrounding
prominent topographic features are rarely or never sam-
pled as the POCA, leaving these regions unobserved by
standard retracking of the CryoSat-2 SARIn mode data.
In regions with complex mountainous terrain we also find
a much higher incidence of elevation measurement retrieval
error, which in Level 2 CryoSat-2 SARIn mode data is vis-
ible as a point located on the default nadir ground track. A
CryoSat-2 measurement is deemed to be in error if the sur-
face elevation differs by more than 50 m from an auxiliary 1
by 1 km grid resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM).
The Antarctic Peninsula is �70 km wide with mountains
reaching over 2.5 km altitude, and consequently some areas
within the Larsen-C Ice Shelf study region have more than
50 m of elevation change within a 1 km2 area. The Antarc-
tic Peninsula experiences the highest incidence of elevation
measurement retrieval failure; however, some of this may
be attributable to the 0.2–5 km spatial resolution of the
DEM against which the Level 2 CryoSat-2 surface eleva-
tion is evaluated (Liu et al., 1999), rather than error in
the CryoSat-2 surface elevation measurement. While it is
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out of the scope of this study to investigate retracker per-
formance, in the future it may be possible to increase the
data density of POCA in mountainous regions by evaluat-
ing the Level 2 CryoSat-2 surface elevation data quality
flag against a finer spatial resolution or more recently
acquired DEM as this will reduce the number of L2 eleva-
tion data points rejected.

3. Study areas

The CryoSat-2 break in surface slope was produced in
four study areas based on their scientific pertinence, avail-
ability of evaluation datasets or heterogeneous topography
relative to the rest of the Antarctic ice sheet (Fig. 2). The
Amundsen Sea sector is grounded on bedrock that lies
below current sea level with a topographic gradient that
deepens inland towards the Byrd Trench. The region is of
particular scientific interest because the low bed elevation
allows incursions of warm deep water into the Byrd
Trench, making the region unstable and particularly sus-
ceptible to uncontrolled grounding line retreat (Favier
et al., 2014). Over 30 km of hinge line retreat have been
observed in the Amundsen Sea sector over the last two dec-
ades (Rignot, 1998b; Park et al., 2013; Rignot et al., 2014),
and these observations provide the most extensive ground-
ing line dataset in Antarctica for evaluating the perfor-
mance of the break in surface slope as a proxy for
grounding line position. Conversely the Ekström Ice Shelf
study area was selected because of its relative stability, as
no significant ice thinning (McMillan et al., 2014) or
grounding line retreat has been observed. The Larsen-C
Ice Shelf, located on the Antarctic Peninsula, was selected
as a study area because the steep mountainous terrain
makes it a challenging region for obtaining reliable altime-
try surface elevation measurements (Shepherd et al., 2012).
Furthermore, in 1995 (Rott et al., 1996) and 2002 (Rack
and Rott, 2004) catastrophic ice shelf collapse was
observed on the neighbouring Larsen-A and -B Ice Shelves
respectively, demonstrating that regular, contemporary
observations are required to monitor change in one of
the most rapidly evolving sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet.
The Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf was selected as a big ice shelf
study area because there is a larger volume of evaluation
data available than for the Ross Ice Shelf, as a smaller pro-
portion of the grounding line is located in the Polar data
gap which exists north of 81.5� latitude in many sun-
synchronous, polar orbiting satellite mission datasets such
as ERS-1 and -2.

4. Methods

4.1. Computing ice sheet surface slope

In the Amundsen Sea sector, Larsen-C and Ekström Ice
Shelf study areas the corrected and filtered CryoSat-2 data
was accumulated into 5 km by 5 km geographical regions
on an overlapping grid, with grid centres 1 km by 1 km
apart. The grid cell spacing determines the spatial sampling
of the CryoSat-2 slope break product, and the cell size gov-
erns the data density per grid cell which affects the success
of the plane fit solution. We find that a 5 km by 5 km grid
provides the best trade-off between coverage and resolution
given the volume and spatial coverage of CryoSat-2 SARIn
mode data acquired over the �3.8 year study period. We
also use 5 km by 5 km square grid cells in the Filchner-
Ronne study area; however, in order to further increase
the processing speed for significantly larger areas, we over-
lap grid cell centres within 10 km of the existing auxiliary
QDInSAR hinge line data product (Rignot et al., 2011).

We employed a plane fit solution (Eq. (1)) to compute
surface slope in each grid cell in all four study areas
(McMillan et al., 2014). Ice surface elevation (z) for each
grid cell is computed using the geophysically corrected
local mean surface elevation for each POCA (�z), and mod-
elling this as a quadratic function of surface terrain (x, y), a
linear function of time (t), and a time-invariant function of
satellite heading (h) based on the anisotropy in the ascend-
ing and descending satellite passes (McMillan et al., 2014).
A backscatter (s) term is also included to account for time
varying properties of the ice sheet surface.

z ¼ �zþ a0xþ a1y þ a2t þ a3hþ a4s ð1Þ
Data points deemed to be outliers were culled if there

was more than 5 m difference from the modelled surface,
and the plane fit solution was iterated for each 5 � 5 km
grid cell until no more data points were removed. After
iteration, the model solution was retained for each individ-
ual grid cell if the CryoSat-2 data density is greater than 8
points, and if a time period of 2 years or more is spanned to
minimise the influence of short term change. Surface slope
was calculated as the gradient of the model plane within
each grid cell (Fig. 3a), and inverse-distance 2D weighted
interpolation was used to fill in any remaining gaps in the
slope map. In the largest area of interest considered in this
study, the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf, interpolation was
required in 8.5% of the grid cells. Error in the plane fit solu-
tion primarily depends on the spatial distribution of eleva-
tion measurements accumulated within each grid cell
(McMillan et al., 2014). The error will be significantly lar-
ger in areas of heterogeneous terrain where a simple 2D
planar surface does not fully represent the spatial variabil-
ity of the ice surface. Surface elevation and slope data
retrieved from a transect across the Filchner-Ronne Ice
Shelf illustrates that the QDInSAR hinge line corresponds
with the point of most rapid change in surface elevation
(Fig. 3b) and surface slope (Fig. 3c). At all four locations
where the QDInSAR hinge line intersects the 1090 km long
transect, the most rapid change in surface slope (Fig. 3c)
corresponds with a peak in the derivative of the absolute
surface slope, termed the slope break (Fig. 3d), greater than
0.1�. Slope break (Figs. 3d and 4c) is a more variable mea-
surement than surface slope (Figs. 3c and 4b) because
mountainous terrain far inland of the grounding line exhi-
bits large change in surface slope relative to flat ice shelves.



Fig. 3. (a) Antarctic ice sheet and ice shelf surface slope measured by
CryoSat-2. Also shown are drainage basins (grey) (Zwally et al., 2012),
hinge line determined from QDInSAR (red) (Rignot et al., 2011) and the
four regions considered in detail in this study (black box). Ice surface
elevation (b), slope (c) and slope break (d) along a profile of the Filchner-
Ronne Ice Shelf (black dashed line in a), shown relative to the QDInSAR
hinge line crossing points (vertical red lines). The grey shaded area (b, c, d)
is highlighted in Fig. 4, and indicates the location of Berkner Island on the
transect.

Fig. 4. Ice surface elevation (a), slope (b) and slope break (c) across
Berkner Island on the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (grey shaded area in
Fig. 3b), shown relative to the QDInSAR hinge line crossing points
(vertical red lines).
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As the slope break and point of most rapid change in sur-
face slope correspond, we pick the position, termed the
CryoSat-2 break in surface slope, where surface slope
exceeds a specified value, enabling a range of slope values
to be evaluated and optimised relative to the QDInSAR
hinge line position.
4.2. Identification of break in surface slope

As a first step towards locating the break in surface
slope, we investigated the range of slopes determined from
the CryoSat-2 data in the vicinity of the grounded ice
boundary to assess their spatial variability and therefore
sensitivity. In areas with very steep surface slopes there is
a very small change in position of the break in surface slope
picked at different slope values; however, in regions with
shallow surface slope there is a much larger separation.
For intercomparison, we used hinge line locations mapped
between 1992 and 2009 using QDInSAR (Rignot et al.,
2011). Although there has been rapid grounding line retreat
in parts of the Amundsen Sea sector, the majority of our
study area has been in a state of approximate balance
according to satellite observations of ice thickness change
(Shepherd et al., 2012; McMillan et al., 2014), and so the
17 year mismatch between the two datasets should not
adversely affect this assessment as it can be assumed that
the surface terrain has not changed. The vast majority of
all hinge line positions are located on ice exhibiting very
low surface slopes, with over 70% falling on slopes of less
than 1.0� in all 4 study areas (Fig. 5), where Ekström Ice
Shelf had the lowest percentage (70.3%) and Filchner-
Ronne Ice Shelf the highest (76.0%).

Taking the range of hinge line slopes into account, we
generated contours at 0.1� intervals using a bilinear inter-
polation scheme to define a continuous line passing
between common values of the surface slope. Some line
breaks did occur, and so it was necessary to connect open
contours separated by small gaps (<25 km) at their closest
point. Connecting contour breaks was mainly required on
high slope terrain (>0.5�), and illustrates that for this
method the continuity of the grounded ice boundary is
dependent upon the steepness of the local terrain. It was
not possible to produce a continuous contour for slopes
greater than 0.9� on the Ekström Ice Shelf, 0.8� in the
Amundsen Sea sector, and 0.7� on the Filchner-Ronne
Ice Shelf, as the surface slopes were not persistently high



Fig. 5. Distribution of the ice surface slope retrieved at the QDInSAR
grounding line in the Amundsen Sea sector (a), Larsen-C Ice Shelf (b),
Ekström Ice Shelf (c) and the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (d) (Fig. 2).

Fig. 6. Mean absolute separation between the ice sheet hinge line, as
determined from QDInSAR (Rignot et al., 2011) and contours of the ice
sheet surface slope, as determined from CryoSat-2 altimetry in (a) the
Amundsen Sea sector, (b) Larsen-C Ice Shelf, (c) Ekström Ice Shelf, and
(d) Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (solid black line). Also shown is the number
of unique points used in each comparison (dashed black line).
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enough around large proportions of the coast. We excluded
contours surrounding areas smaller than 1000 km2 as being
not representative of the main ice sheet. Although this data
editing step is designed to remove boundaries associated
with erroneous data, it does also limit the utility of the
approach for identifying relatively small regions of
grounded ice within floating ice shelves such as ice rises.

To assess the similarity between the hinge line and break
in surface slope, we calculated the mean absolute separa-
tion between each point on the QDInSAR hinge line and
the nearest point on each slope contour in all four study
areas (Fig. 6). We used the QDInSAR hinge line dataset
to perform this assessment because it is the most direct
and cotemporaneous measurement of the grounding line,
in comparison with the position obtained from other tech-
niques. In the Amundsen Sea sector the mean separation of
the QDInSAR hinge line to the CryoSat-2 break in surface
slope is over 50 km for the 0.1� slope value; however, for
slope values between 0.3� and 0.8� the mean separation is
less than 10 km. The Ekström Ice Shelf exhibits a similar
pattern to the Amundsen Sea sector study area with a lar-
ger separation measured at lower slope values. However,
there is less than 0.01 km difference in the mean separation
of the break in surface slope determined from values
between 0.5� and 0.7�, indicating that in the Ekström Ice
Shelf study area the break in surface slope is less sensitive
to the optimum slope value. The Larsen-C Ice Shelf region
is characterised by steep mountainous terrain typical of the
Antarctic Peninsula. Evaluation of the break in surface
slope in this region shows that there is over 5 km separa-
tion between the QDInSAR hinge line for slope values less
than 0.4� or greater than 0.6�. However, the separation of
the hinge line and the break in surface slope determined
from 0.5� and 0.6� slope values exhibit root mean square
variability of less than 5 km, suggesting that the perfor-
mance of the technique is particularly good in this region.
Contrary to the three other study areas, for the Filchner-
Ronne Ice Shelf the mean separation of the QDInSAR
hinge line and the CryoSat-2 break in surface slope
increases with increasing slope values. Slope values equal
to and less than 0.2� result in a mean separation of less than
10 km indicating that much lower surface slopes are char-
acteristic of this large study area resulting in a significantly
lower optimum slope value. The number of unique points
(Fig. 6) provides, additionally, an indication of the com-
pleteness of each contour and of the confidence of the
inter-comparison. In general, the largest number of unique
matches between data points on the slope contours, and the
hinge line validation data set, occur with slopes in the range
of 0.2–0.8�. For values outside this range, the inter-
comparison can be considered less robust. The CryoSat-2
break in surface slope that matches most closely with the
hinge line position is determined from slope values of
0.5�, 0.6�, 0.5� and 0.2� in the Amundsen Sea sector,
Larsen-C, Ekström and Filchner-Ronne ice shelves respec-
tively (Fig. 6).

Although there are regional differences in the slope value
that marks the break in surface slope optimised against the
QDInSAR hinge line, only the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf
shows a significant departure from the mean. In the
Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf study area the smallest mean
absolute separation from the QDInSAR hinge line occurs
at the CryoSat-2 break in surface slope produced from
low slope values, less than 0.3�. However, a different slope
regime is exhibited in the three other study areas where a
larger mean absolute separation is measured for slopes less
than 0.3�. This is in part explained by the presence of stee-
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ply sloping mountainous terrain in the Larsen-C and
Ekström Ice Shelf study areas, and high rates of basal shear
in the Amundsen Sea sector which result in evolution and
steepening of the ice surface geometry (Payne et al., 2004;
Joughin et al., 2010). The influence of topographic and
basal shear controls on surface geometry is less significant
in large central and western sectors of the Filchner-Ronne
Ice Shelf study area, as shown by spatially extensive lower
slope measurements inland of the grounding line (Fig. 3a).
This provides additional evidence that a different slope
regime is found in the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf study area.
Furthermore, the Amundsen Sea sector, Larsen-C Ice Shelf
and Ekström Ice Shelf study areas show a very small differ-
ence between the minimum separation measured at the
0.4�, 0.5� and 0.6� slope boundary with a mean separation
of less than 5 km measured for all three slope values, and a
total range in the separation of all data points of 1.5 km.
Given that the area of these three regions is significantly
smaller than the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf study area,
and that individually the slope regimes are similar with
low root mean square variability at the optimum slope
value, we combined the three study areas in order to pick
the break in surface slope at a more widely applicable opti-
mum value. The optimum slope value determined by a lin-
ear fit to each dataset is 0.2� for the Filchner-Ronne Ice
Shelf, and 0.5� for all three other study areas (Fig. 7).
5. Results and discussion

We mapped the location of the break in surface slope,
determined by contouring slope values of 0.2� at the Filch-
ner Ronne Ice Shelf and as the 0.5� elsewhere (Fig. 8).
Fig. 7. Optimum slope values (large black circle) determined as the
minimum mean absolute separation between the QDInSAR hinge line
(Rignot et al., 2011) and the break in surface slope determined from
CryoSat-2 SARIn altimetry. The Amundsen Sea sector, Ekström Ice Shelf
and Larsen-C Ice Shelf are grouped together (solid black line) whereas the
Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf which has a different slope regime is shown
separately (dashed black line).
Apart from a 55 km section of the Filchner-Ronne Ice
Shelf, across the Foundation ice stream (�82.6 S,
�60.3 W) where no CryoSat-2 SARIn data were acquired
prior to 2013, the remaining 8600 km of this boundary is
continuous. We compared the CryoSat-2 break in surface
slope to independent grounding line proxy datasets, includ-
ing the QDInSAR hinge line (Rignot et al., 2011) and the
shadow edge boundary (Bindschadler et al., 2011). The
spatial separation between the CryoSat-2 break in surface
slope and the QDInSAR hinge line (Fig. 8) shows that
on average for all four study areas, the mean absolute sep-
aration is 4.5 km, with differences of 6.5 km, 3.5 km,
4.5 km and 3.7 km in the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf,
Ekström Ice Shelf, Amundsen Sea sector and Larsen-C
Ice Shelf respectively (Table 2). The regional mean separa-
tion between the CryoSat-2 break in surface slope and sha-
dow edge boundary is smaller, at 3.1 km, 2.6 km 3.8 km
and 3.0 km for the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf, Ekström
Ice Shelf, Amundsen Sea sector and Larsen-C Ice Shelf
respectively. The close correspondence between the topo-
graphic break in surface slope and the shadow edge bound-
ary provides supporting evidence that both datasets can be
used as a proxy for each other. The overall mean difference
between the CryoSat-2 break in surface slope and shadow
edge boundary is 3.1 km, 1.4 km less than the difference
between the QDInSAR hinge line and shadow edge bound-
ary validation datasets (Table 2) which differ by 4.5 km on
average for all four study areas.

A zoomed in view of the CryoSat-2 grounded ice bound-
ary on the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf shows agreement
between the break in surface slope and QDInSAR tech-
niques across ice streams such as Carlson Inlet; around iso-
lated ice rises in the centre of the ice shelf such as Henry Ice
Rise; and across ice streams where no QDInSAR estimate
exists such as Baily and Slessor Ice Streams (Fig. 9).

We evaluated the location of the CryoSat-2 break in sur-
face slope against estimates of the grounding line position
produced from independent satellite datasets and tech-
niques. The QDInSAR hinge line is produced from ERS-
1/2 and ALOS PALSAR SAR data acquired between
1992 and 2009 (Rignot et al., 2011), and the shadow edge
boundary is produced from a combination of optical Land-
sat 7+ and laser altimetry ICESat data acquired between
1999 and 2009 (Fricker and Padman, 2006; Bindschadler
et al., 2011). The CryoSat-2 data used in this study was
acquired between 2010 and 2014, therefore neither of the
available evaluation datasets are contemporaneous. This
is an important consideration in areas of rapid grounding
line retreat such as the Amundsen Sea sector (Park et al.,
2013) where grounding line retreat of up to 35 km, and
maximum rates of 1.8 km per year, have been observed
over the last 25 years (Rignot et al., 2014). It is important
to note that, while in the Amundsen Sea sector some of
the difference between the CryoSat-2 break in surface slope
and the QDInSAR hinge line products can be attributed to
change over time, this is unlikely to be true in other more
stable regions such as the Ekström Ice Shelf where dynamic



Fig. 8. CryoSat-2 break in surface slope in the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (a), Amundsen Sea sector (b), Larsen-C Ice Shelf (c) and Ekström Ice Shelf (d)
study areas, colour scaled to show mean absolute separation from the QDInSAR hinge line.
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imbalance has not occurred. In these regions the separation
between the CryoSat-2 break in surface slope and the eval-
uation datasets is more likely attributable to measurement
inaccuracy. In all study areas and for all techniques the
standard deviation of the separation is greater than the
mean (Table 2). The greatest variability (68.8 km) which
occurs between the QDInSAR and shadow edge boundary
products on the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (Table 2), is
caused by a previously documented misplacement of the
grounding line position on Slessor Glacier (Rignot et al.,
2011). Overall, in all four study areas 82% of the
CryoSat-2 break in surface slope is separated by less than
10 km from the QDInSAR hinge line demonstrating the
agreement between both techniques (Fig. 10).
We evaluated the difference between the CryoSat-2
break in surface slope and the QDInSAR hinge line posi-
tion in the Amundsen Sea sector in more detail as this is
the only region where rapid grounding line retreat has been
observed and a time series of QDInSAR hinge line mea-
surements exist. The results show that, across the main
trunk of the Pine Island Glacier in the Amundsen Sea sec-
tor, West Antarctica, the break in surface slope is further
inland than the QDInSAR hinge line produced in 2000,
but corresponds well with the 2011 QDInSAR hinge line
(Fig. 11a) (Rignot et al., 2014). Thwaites Glacier is another
region of known grounding line retreat and here the
CryoSat-2 break in surface slope also more closely matches
the spatial location and complex pattern of the 2011



Table 2
Separation between estimates of grounding line position produced from the QDInSAR hinge line (Rignot et al., 2011), the shadow edge boundary
(Bindschadler et al., 2011), and the CryoSat-2 break in surface slope, in all four study areas.

Region CryoSat-2 break in surface slope to
QDInSAR hinge line

CryoSat-2 break in surface slope to shadow
edge boundary

QDInSAR hinge line to shadow edge
boundary

Mean
separation
(km)

Standard deviation of
separation (km)

Mean
separation
(km)

Standard deviation of
separation (km)

Mean
separation
(km)

Standard deviation of
separation (km)

Filchner-
Ronne

6.5 10.6 3.1 3.9 3.9 68.8

Ekström 3.5 7.2 2.6 2.0 5.8 10.2
Amundsen 4.5 7.1 3.8 3.9 6.2 12.5
Larsen-C 3.7 3.8 3.0 4.6 2.4 7.2

Fig. 9. Grounded ice boundary from the CryoSat-2 break in surface slope colour scaled to show mean absolute separation from the QDInSAR hinge line
in three diverse areas of the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf including Carlson Inlet (a), Henry Ice Rise (b), Baily and Slessor Ice Streams (c). The location of the
QDInSAR grounding line is also shown (red) (Rignot et al., 2011).
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QDInSAR hinge line (Rignot et al., 2014) compared to the
1996 QDInSAR hinge line position (Rignot et al., 2011)
(Fig. 11b). Smith Glacier is the most rapidly thinning ice
stream in Antarctica, with surface lowering rates of up to
9 m per year measured since 2010 (McMillan et al.,
2014). In comparison to the 1995 QDInSAR hinge line
position, �19.1 km of inland retreat of the ice shelf bound-
ary is measured by the CryoSat-2 break in surface slope;
however, this is �12.3 km less than the 2011 QDInSAR
hinge line position compared with the same 1995 dataset
(Rignot et al., 2014) (Fig. 11c). Despite the difference in
inland retreat, the CryoSat-2 break in surface slope result
shows that the zone of retreat extends an additional
25.6 km across Pope Glacier in the Amundsen Sea sector,
West Antarctica, a region that was unable to be mapped
in 2011 due to lack of coherent SAR data. The CryoSat-
2 break in surface slope shows that �9.6 km of grounding
line migration has occurred on Pope Glacier since the 1995,
extending the zone of grounding line retreat to better
match the observed region of surface lowering (McMillan
et al., 2014).
Our CryoSat-2 break in surface slope product provides a
contemporary update to previous estimates of the ground-
ing line position based on the QDInSAR hinge line and
shadow edge boundary techniques. These results provide
a more recent assessment of the Antarctic ice sheet ground-
ing line position compared with the most recent QDInSAR
hinge line positions, measured in 2011 in the Amundsen
Sea sector (Park et al., 2013; Rignot et al., 2014), 2009
on the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf, 2000 on the Ekström
Ice Shelf and 1996 on the Larsen-C Ice Shelf (Rignot
et al., 2011). The CryoSat-2 break in surface slope confirms
that, in regions of sustained grounding line retreat, the pre-
sent day break in surface slope is further inland than his-
torical QDInSAR hinge line measurements. Furthermore
CryoSat-2 extends the region of contemporary retreat to
encompass Pope Glacier which has thinned rapidly in the
last 5 years (McMillan et al., 2014), an ice stream where
the QDInSAR hinge line has not been mapped within the
last 20 years. The spatial resolution (30 m) and vertical
accuracy (3.7 cm) of the QDInSAR technique is unprece-
dented (Hogg et al., 2016), and when coherent SAR images
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are acquired they will serve as the primary hinge line mea-
surement. However, over the last 25 years suitable data has
not been acquired over the full Antarctic ice sheet and, out-
side of the Amundsen Sea sector, observations of ground-
ing line retreat are universally sparse.

We mapped the break in surface slope using a new inde-
pendent technique which utilises CryoSat-2 radar altimetry
data in four large, key study areas around the Antarctic ice
sheet. The break in surface slope has previously been
mapped using the shadow edge boundary as a proxy
(Scambos et al., 2007; Bindschadler et al., 2011); however,
we provide the first assessment of using a direct measure-
Fig. 10. Separation of the CryoSat-2 break in surface slope from the
QDInSAR hinge line in all four study areas, where 82% of the total
dataset is separated by less than 10 km.

Fig. 11. CryoSat-2 break in surface slope (blue) on Pine Island Glacier (a), Th
sector, West Antarctica, shown alongside QDInSAR hinge line produced fro
(Rignot et al., 2014).
ment of the break in surface slope derived from geodetic
surface elevation data as a proxy for a continuous ice sheet
grounding line. Historical radar altimeter missions such as
ERS-1/2 and ENVISAT, and in the future Sentinel-3, com-
bine to provide the most spatially wide, and temporally
dense and continuous time series of ice sheet observations
acquired by any instrument to date. In the future it will
be possible to exploit the radar altimetry data archive to
produce a 25 year long time series of the grounded ice
boundary from the break in surface slope, although the
earlier satellite missions will not benefit from the improved
spatial sampling, smaller footprint size and improved ele-
vation accuracy afforded by the CryoSat-2 SARIn mode.
This will provide an independent, complimentary means
of detecting long term change in the grounded ice bound-
ary location, both in regions of known instability such as
West Antarctica, and in areas such as East Antarctica
where SAR data required for the QDInSAR technique
has not been acquired. CryoSat-2’s novel SARIn mode,
together with its unique orbit combine to enable acquisi-
tion of spatially dense elevation measurements from which
a relatively high resolution surface elevation map can be
produced. The wider �3 km track spacing of traditional
pulse limited altimeters will limit the spatial resolution of
a historical product for break in surface slope; however,
DEMs of geodetic surface heights could also be used to
improve the spatial resolution. In the future it may be pos-
sible to directly compare cotemporaneous QDInSAR hinge
lines with the break in surface slope, if the CryoSat-2 mis-
sion lifetime overlaps sufficiently with Sentinel-1b. This will
enable short (6-day) repeat period SAR triplets to be
acquired, which may be suitable for quadruple difference
interferometry.
waites Glacier (b) and Smith and Pope Glaciers (c) in the Amundsen Sea
m SAR data acquired between 1992 and 2009 (red) and the 2011 (cyan)
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6. Conclusions

We have measured the break in surface slope from
CryoSat-2 radar altimetry data using an automated and
computationally efficient plane fit solution. The dense spa-
tial sampling of the CryoSat-2 SARIn mode in the ice sheet
margins (McMillan et al., 2014) has enabled a measure-
ment of the break in surface slope to be produced every
1 km. Good agreement was found between the CryoSat-2
break in surface slope and the validation QDInSAR hinge
line in all four study areas, with average separation of
6.5 km, 3.5 km, 4.5 km and 3.7 km on the Filchner-
Ronne Ice Shelf, Ekström Ice Shelf, Amundsen Sea sector
and the Larsen-C Ice Shelf respectively. The separation
between the CryoSat-2 break in surface slope and optical
grounded ice boundary is even smaller at 3.1 km on aver-
age, and the mean absolute separation between the two
independent evaluation datasets (4.5 km) indicates that
the CryoSat-2 break in surface slope is of comparable accu-
racy to the existing datasets. In regions of rapid change
such as the Amundsen Sea sector, the CryoSat-2 break in
surface slope more closely matches the published 2011
QDInSAR hinge line position in comparison to the histor-
ical position measured from data acquired 10 years earlier.
This provides confidence that the CryoSat-2 break in sur-
face slope correlates well with the present day QDInSAR
hinge line location and can act as a complimentary new
proxy measurement of the ice sheet grounding line. In
future this method could be extended to map the break
in surface slope for the entire perimeter of the Antarctic
ice sheet using CryoSat-2. This new technique is auto-
mated, quick to run and objective. Therefore, when more
data is acquired by CryoSat-2 in the future, it may also
be possible to monitor change in the break in surface slope
position using radar altimetry data.
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